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Fixings 1/22/15 Month Average 1 Year Moving Average
London AM Gold 1287.00 1236.983 1266.016
London PM Gold 1295.75 1240.483 1266.486
London Silver 808.00 1618.467 1883.073
London AM Platinum 1277.00 1239.000 1373.532
London PM Platinum 1279.00 1240.667 1374.633
London AM Palladium 765.00 786.467 805.245
London PM Palladium 766.00 787.067 806.203
Handy & Harman Silver 1841.00 1699.964 1890.011
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NY Exchange Trading Open High Low Close Change EFP
COMEX February Gold 1288.60 1307.80 1279.10 1300.70 7.00 -20/0
COMEX March Silver 18.180 18.445 18.100 18.360 0.167 50/150
NYMEX April Platinum 1275.60 1290.30 1275.10 1284.80 8.40 50/150
NYMEX March Palladium 768.00 773.95 760.25 772.30 4.05 -50/+50  

 

          

Platinum loco US sponge vs. Europe ingot switch (indication at 1330 NY time) 1.5/3.5
Palladium loco US sponge vs. Europe ingot switch (indication at 1330 NY time) 2/4  

 

              

Dollar / Yen 118.24 Aus/US 0.8063
Euro / Dollar 1.1367 Dollar/Rand 11.4021

NYMEX Crude 46.29 NYMEX RBOB 1.3268

Related Markets at NY Metals Floor Close (1330 PM NY Time)

 
 

            

 
Here I come, etc. etc. 

  

The much-anticipated ECB announcement didn’t contain any 
negative surprises, they are going to buy bonds and they are 
going to buy a lot of them.  There is some confusing rhetoric 
about how the wealth will be spread around and who will book 
the losses.  We’ve had Abenomics, Yellenke-ism, and now 
Draghi’s move to add another chapter to the Keynesian wet 
dream we call the 21st century, the SNB’s recent spectacular 
seppuku notwithstanding.   
The logical response to this free money frenzy is for gold to go 
up, as it has.  Now that everyone is long, the bull landscape is 
more than ever fraught with peril.  The central bankers want that 
money working, not sitting gathering dust in some gold vault.  
The COMEX option expiration and first notice day for the 
February futures next week should cause a round of profit 
taking.  There are also two resistance lines around 1310 on the 
weekly charts.  If this rally is going to continue, it may have to 
wait until the week after next when all the bookkeeping and 
position management are out of the way.   


